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We present some relationships between the order and ring ideals generated by ii 
positive operator. Two of the main results: 
(I ) Let E be ;I Banach lattlcc which is either ri-Dedeklnd complete or has il 
quasi-lntcrior point. and Ict Fbe a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. If x positive 
operator T: E + F has order continuous norm, then the order ideal .P/, generated by 
T  is included in the ring ideal Ring(T) generated by T  (i.c,.. 4, G Ring( 73 holds). 
(2) Consider two positike operators S. 7. E + E on a Banach lattice such 
that 0 < .T< T  hold\. If S and S’ arc both semi-compact operators. then S’ belongs 
to Ring(T) 1. ,9X6 ~A’xkrnlL i’rc,,. 1111 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For terminology and notation concerning Riesz spaces and Banach lat- 
tices we follow [ 1, 7, 11 1. In this section, we briefly review a few basic 
properties needed for our discussion. 
Let E be a Riesz space. The symbol E’ will denote the positive cone of 
E, i.e., E + := (x~E:r>Oj. The sets of the form 
[ -.v, s] := (JEGE: -.Y<~‘<.Y;, SEE’. 
are called the or&r intercds of E. A subset A of E is said to be .vct(irI 
whenever 1x1 < j ~31 and J’ E A imply x E A. A solid vector subspace of E is 
referred to as an (or&r) i&d of E. The principul i&d A,, generated by an 
element u E E is the smallest ideal containing II. and is precisely the set 
In this paper the word “operator” will be synonymous with “linear 
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operator.” Let E and F be two Riesz spaces. An operator r E + F is said 
to be a positive operator whenever .Y 3 0 implies T(X) 3 0. (As usual, T(Y) 
will also be denoted by TX) Any operator from E into F that can be writ- 
ten as a difference of two positive operators is known as a regulur operator. 
If F is Dedekind complete, then the ordered vector space Y;(E, F) of all 
regular operators from E into F is a Dedekind complete Riesz space. Its 
lattice operations are given by 
Sv T(.u)=supjS(?,)+T(_):?,,_~E’ and)?-:=.rf 
an d 
S A ;T(.r-)=inf{S(~l)+ T(z): J, ZE E + and J’+I=.u) 
for all S. TE Y<,( E, F) and all .Y E E ‘. If two operators S, T: E + F satisfy 
Sd T, then we shall say that T dominutes S (or that S is dominated by T). 
The norm dual of a Banach lattice E will be denoted by E’, and its order 
continuous dual by E,;. Recall that 
E,; := {x’ E E’: X, 10 in E implies lim .K’(x,) = 0). 
The Banach lattice E is said to have ordcv continuous norm whenever s, JO 
in E implies l..rll/ 10. A Banach lattice E is said to be an AM-.sp~w 
whenever 
holds for all .Y, 1’ E E’ with .Y A J’ = 0. An AM-space with unit e > 0 is an 
AM-space E satisfying 
It is a classical result that if E is an AM-space with unit P, then there exists 
a (unique up to a homeomorphism) Hausdorff compact topological space 
Q and an onto lattice isometry 7~: E --, C(Q) with z(e) = I, where 1 is the 
constant function one on D and C(Q) is equipped with the sup norm. It is 
important to keep in mind that if A,, is a principal ideal in a Banach lattice. 
then under the norm 
J/.Y// , = infi 2 > 0: 1.~1 < 2 1~1 ). .YE A i, , 
the ideal .4, is an AM-space with unit 1~1. Thus, in case E is a Banach lat- 
tice, then for each u E E’ the principal ideal A,, admits a unique product 
under which A,, becomes an jlalgebra having u as its multiplicative unit. In 
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particular, every x E A, gives rise to a multiplicution operutor M: A,, + A,, 
defined by the formula 
M(y) = -u)‘, y E A,,. 
2. APPROXIMATING POSITIVE OPERATORS 
Consider a positive operator T: E --f F between two Riesz spaces with F 
Dedekind complete. In [3], under the assumption that E had the principal 
projection property, we were able to describe the components of T by 
employing order projections. Subsequently, the positive operators 
dominated by T were approximated by linear combinations of operators of 
the form QTP with Q and P order projections. However, if E lacks the 
principal projection property, then these techniques are not applicable. It 
is, therefore, remarkable that for Banach lattices the positive operators 
dominated by T can be approximated by linear combinations of operators 
of the form LTM where L and M are now orthomorphisms. As we shall 
see, the reason is that a Banach lattice has an abundance of 
orthomorphisms to compensate for the loss of order projections. 
We start with an important local approximation property of positive 
operators dominated by another operator. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E he an AM-space bcith unit e, let F be u Dedekind 
complete Banach lattice, und let S, T: E + F he ttiu positive operators such 
thut 0 < S < T ho1d.y. Then, for euch 0 <x’ E F,; and each c > 0 there exist 
positive multiplication operutors M, ,.... M, on E and order projections 
Pi ,..., P, on F satisfi’ing 
Moreover, if S is u component qf’ T, then 
O< i P,TM,<T 
,=I 
also holds 
Proqf. Fix E > 0 and 0 < s’ E F,;. First, assume that S is a component of 
T, i.e., S A (T - S) = 0 holds in 5$,(E, F). Then, we have 
ii, S-Y, A (T-S)x,:.u ,,..., x,,EE+ and i s,=e 10 
I=1 ,=I 
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(see [ 12, p. 1221). Thus, there exist X, ,..., x,, E Et with X, + . + x,, = P 
and 
l 
x’, f S-r, A (T - S).v,> < E. (*I 
i-1 
Now let M, be the positive multiplication operator on E determined by 
.Y, (i.e., M,( ~3) =x,. ~3 for all YE E), and note that M, + .‘t + M,, is the 
identity operator on E. Next, let P, be the order projection of F onto the 
band generated in F by (2s.~;~ T.u,) ‘. Clearly, P,(2S.u,- TX,) = 
(2&S-Y, - T.r,) +, and moreover, we have 0 d C;=, P,TM, < z:‘.-, TM, = T. 
On the other hand, the modulus of S ~ C;;, P, TM, satisfies 
S-f P,TM, ed S- f P,SM, t+ i P,(T-S)M, e I ! ,-I I I ,=I 
(S-P,S) M,e+ 1 P,(T-S) M,c 
I-I 
(S- P,S).u, + i P,( T- S).u, 
,-I 
= c [S-r, - P;(2Sr, - Ts,,] 
,= I 
= f [S-x,-(2Sr,- TX,)‘] = .f Sr, A (T-S)x,. 
/- 1 1-I 
Taking into account (*), we see that 
I: I 
x’, s- % P,TM, 4 <i-I. 
/=I i ) /
Now consider the general case. By Freudenthal’s spectral theorem there 
exist components C, ,..., C, of T and positive scalars (x, ,.... zn, such that 
Next, for each 1 < i < m there exist (by the preceding case) positive mul- 
tiplication operators M’, ,..., M;,,, on E and order projections P; ,..., PkI, on F 
such that 
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Put R = Cy=, z;“, P; T(a,M;), and note that 
(xJ, IS-4 e) 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 1 
Now let S, T: E+ F be two positive operators between Banach lattices 
such that 0 < S d T holds. If F is Dedekind complete, then we know that S 
can be approximated uniformly by linear combinations of components of 
T. However, if F is not Dedekind complete, then T may not have any non- 
trivial components, and such an approximation of S may not be possible. 
On the other hand, if we consider F as a Banach sublattice of the Dedekind 
complete Banach lattice F” and view T as an operator from E into F”. then 
T has plenty of components in Y&Y F”). Thus, S can be approximated 
uniformly by linear combinations of the Yb(E, F”)-components of T. In the 
sequel, this observation will be used frequently. 
In case F is not Dedekind complete, the preceding theorem takes the 
following form. 
THEOREM 2.2. Lrt E hr an AM-spucc w:ith unit c, let F hr II Bunch Iut- 
rice, and let T : E + F hc u po.ritiw oprrutor. If’ R : E + F” is a componmt of 
T : E + F’ (i.e., R A ( T ~ R ) = 0 h&k in Y,,( E. F” ) ), then girvn 0 ,< .Y’ E F 
und f: > 0 there rsist positice multiplicution operators Ml ,_... ML on E rrncl 
order projwtions P, ~.... P, on F” .sutisf.ving 
Recall that a positive element x in a Banach lattice E is called a quasi- 
interior point whenever the idea1 generated by .Y in E is norm dense (i.e., 
whenever A, = E holds). It is important to observe that every positive 
element is a quasi-interior point in the norm closure of the ideal it 
generates. This observation will play an important role later. For the basic 
properties of quasi-interior points we refer the reader to [I I, p. 961. 
THEOREM 2.3. Lrt T : E + F he II po.~itiw opcrutorfrom u Banuch lattice 
E tvhich is either cr-Dcdekind complctc or has u yuusi-interior point into u 
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Bunach lattice F tcith or&r c.ontinuous norm. lf‘ R : E j F is a component of’ 
T, then given .Y E E + und I: > 0 there exist positire operutors M, ,..., MA on E 
and ordu prqjrctions P, ,..., P, on F .sutisfj+ng 
11 / R - i P,TM, / .Y / <c und O,< i P, TM, < T. 
/ -1 ,-I 
Proof: Let .YE E + and i: >O be fixed. By [5, Corollary 2.8. p. 2971 there 
exists some 0 < J E F’ satisfying 
for all :’ E F’ with /(.Y’// 6 I. 
Suppose first that E is o-Dedekind complete. Then, by [3, Theorem 2.2, 
p, 2511 there exist pairwise disjoint order projections Ml ._,.. Mk on E and 
order projections P, ,..., Pk on F such that 
il I.’ R- i P,TM, .Y <i:. ,=I i i 
Since M,M,=O holds for i#j, we see that (P, TM,) A (P,TM,) = 
(P,P,) T(M,M,)=O for i#,i, and so 
holds. 
Next, assume that E has a quasi-interior point e>O. Replacing e by 
c + X. we can assume that 0 < .Y <e holds. Then, A,, is an AM-space with 
unit r, and A,. = E. By Theorem 2.1 there exist positive multiplication 
operators M, ,..., M, on A, and order projections P, ,..., P, on F with 
j” R- i P,TM, .Y <i: 
I i 
and 0~ i P,TM,<T. 
I- I ,== , 
Since each M, is continuous with respect to the norm induced on A, by E, 
we see that M, has a unique continuous extension (which we denote by M, 
again) to A,. = E. This implies that we can suppose that each M, is defined 
on all of E. 
Thus, if E is a-Dedekind complete or has a quasi-interior point, then 
there exist positive operators M, .._., Mx on E and order projections 
P, ,..., P, on F satisfying 
y ’ 
(I 
and O< i P,TM,,<T. 
i I 
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Clearly, 
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R- 5 P,TM, <Rs i P,TM,<2T. 
I-1 r -I 
Finally, for X’ EF with /I.Y’~/ < 1 we have 
I (I X’ R- i; P,TM, x ,=I I !I 
< (Ix’1 -r’)’ 
Thus, 11 IR - cf= l P, TM, I x.11 G 3~ holds, and the proof of the theorem is 
finished. 1 
3. THE RING IDEAL GENERATED BY A POSITIVE OPERATOR 
We start this section by recalling some classes of operators. Following 
A. C. Zaanan [ 12, Sect. 1253, we say that a continuous operator T: X+ E 
from a Banach space into a Banach lattice is semi-compact whenever for 
each E > 0 there exists some u E E+ satisfying 
for all x~X with llxil d 1. 
Let T: X+ E be a continuous operator from a Banach space into a 
Banach lattice, and let U and V denote the closed unit balls of X and E, 
respectively. From the identity 171x1 = I T,Y~ A u + (I T,ul - u)’ and the Riesz 
decomposiGon property, it is easy to see that T is a semi-compact operator 
if and only if for each E > 0 there exists some u E Et such that 
T(U)i[-u,u]+cV-. 
Every compact operator from a Banach space into a Banach lattice is 
semi-compact. Also, every positive operator between Banach lattices 
dominated by a semi-compact operator is semi-compact. The range of a 
semi-compact operator is always included in a Banach lattice with quasi- 
interior points. (Indeed, if T: X + E is a semi-compact operator, then for 
each n choose some 0 < u,, E E such that II( j Txl - u,)+ I/ < l/n holds for all 
II-VII d 1. Put y =c,:=, 2-“%lll%Il~ and note that T(X) E A,. holds.) For 
details and the basic properties of semi-compact operators see [ 121. 
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Operators that carry order intervals onto relatively weakly compact sets 
arise naturally. Following Dodds [4], we shall say that a continuous 
operator T: E + X from a Banach lattice into a Banach space is order 
weakly compact (abbreviated as o-weakly compact) whenever T( [0, x]) is a 
relatively weakly compact subset of X for each .Y E Et. Using the charac- 
terizations of o-weakly compact operators obtained in [4], it is a routine 
matter to verify that if the adjoint of a continuous operator T: E + F 
between Banach lattices is semi-compact, then T is o-weakly compact. 
Following Meyer-Nieberg [9], we say that a continuous operator 
T: E--t X from a Banach lattice into a Banach space is M-l\,eakl?’ compact 
whenever lim IITx,,lJ =0 holds for every norm bounded disjoint sequence 
ix,, ) of E. Similarly, a continuous operator T: X--f E from a Banach space 
into a Banach lattice is said to be L-~~~eukly compact whenever lim 11 y,,II = 0 
holds for every disjoint sequence [ J,,) in the solid hull of 72 o’), where U is 
the closed unit ball of X. 
It should be noted that L- and M-weakly compact operators are weakly 
compact operators. Also, L-weakly compact and positive M-weakly com- 
pact operators are semi-compact operators. For details see [9]. 
Let E and F be two Banach lattices with F Dedekind complete. Then, a 
positive operator T: E -+ F is said to have order continuous norm whenever 
every sequence ( T,, j of positive operators from E into F with T> T,, JO 
satisfies I( T,J 10. By [S] we know that a positive operator T: E --) F has 
order continuous norm if and only if T is simultaneously L- and M-weakly 
compact. In particular, every positive operator with order continuous norm 
is a semi-compact operator. 
Let T: X + Y be a continuous operator between two Banach spaces. 
Then, the ring ideal Ring(T) generated by T is the norm closure in L(X, Y) 
of the vector subspace consisting of all operators of the form C;_, R, TS, 
with S ,,..., .S,,E f.(X) and R ,,..., R,,E L( Y). (As usual, L(X, Y) denotes the 
Banach space of all continuous operators from X into Y and L(X) = 
L(X, X).) In other words, 
Ring(T):= i R,TS,:S ,,..., .S,,~L(x)andR, ,..., R,,EL(Y) 
i I i- I 
Now consider two Banach lattices E and F with F Dedekind complete. It 
is well known that 2i(E, F) E L(E, F) holds. If T: E + F is a regular 
operator, then we can consider the (order) ideal .eJT generated by T in 
L&( E, F), i.e., 
.d,= [SEJ&(E,F):3nwith ISl<nlTJ), 
and ask the following question: Is there any relationship hetnwn the order 
and ring idea1.r generated hi T? 
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Leinfelder proved in [6] that for a positive compact operator T between 
L,-spaces <.vZ~ G Ring(T) holds. This was generalized by de Pagter in [lo] 
for an operator with order continuous norm between certain Banach lat- 
tices. These results are special cases of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E he II Bunach lattice \t,hich is either a-D&kind com- 
plete or hus a quasi-interior point, and let F hr u Drdekind complPtr B~nuc~h 
luttice. [f’~ posit&e operator T: E + F bus order continuous norm, then .n17- G 
Ring(T) holds. 
Proqf: By [S] we know that T is both L- and M-weakly compact. Let 
A be the ideal generated by T(E). Then, by [X, p. 3111 we know that A is a 
Banach lattice with order continuous norm. 
We need only to show that every component of the operator T lies in 
Ring(T). To this end, let S: E + F be a component of T, and let K > 0. 
From 0 < Sb T, we see that S(E) E 2, and moreover. the operators 
S, T: E + 2 satisfy S A (T - S) = 0 in -ic)( E, A ). 
Since T is M-weakly compact, it follows from [9] that there exists some 
u E E+ satisfying /( T( /sl - u)+ /I <t: for all s E E with IIsl! 6 1. Also, since .J 
has order continuous norm, there exist by Theorem 2.3 positive operator 
M, ,..., M, on E and order projections Q, ,..., QA on A such that 
II 
I S- i Q,TM, 
I I’ 
24 <E and OG i Q,TM,< T. 
,=I ,=I 
Next, note that each Q,: A + F is bounded by the identity operator 
I: F+ F, and so, each Q, extends to a positive operator (which we denote 
by Q, again) to all of F satisfying 0 d Qi < I. Then. Cf= , Q, TM, E Ring( T) 
and 
S- i Q,TM, <S+ i Q,TM,<2T 
r-l i I 
holds in Y*(E, F). On the other hand. for each .Y E E we have 
S-i Q,TM, S- i Q,TM, (I-Y/-u)+ + S- i Q,TM, II 
I-I ,= I i- I 
<2T(jx -u)+ + S- t Q,TM, II. 
I i I 
and so, for each XE E with II-VII < I we have 
II /I S-,g, Q,TM, 62 llT(I.ul -24)’ II + I/ S- i Q,TM, ui <3x. 
,= I 
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This implies l/S- Eli_, QiTMJ < 3r:, from which it follows that 
SE Ring(T), as desired. 1 
Consider two operators S, T: E + E on a Banach lattice such that 
0 < S < T holds. Under ,t’hat conditions is some ,noMw of S in thr ring idcrrl 
grnerated hj~ I? 
The next results provide some answers. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let S, T: E--f E he two positiw operutors on u Bunuch 
lattice such that 0 d S d T holds. If S und its adjnint S’ are hnth semi-corn- 
putt, then S3 hvlongs to Ring(T). 
Prwf: Without loss of generality, we can assume /I Tll d I. This implies 
IiSll 6 1. The proof will be based upon the following property: 
If C: E + E” is a component of T: E + E” (Le.. C A (T - C) = 0 
holds in ,Yj(E, E”)), then S”CS carries E into E and (* 1 
S’CS E Ring( T). 
Assume that (*) is true. Consider S, T: E 4 E”. and let 6 > 0. Then, there 
exist components C’, ,..., c’,, of T: E + E” and positive scalars x1 ,..., J,, such 
that the operator R= n, C, + ... +a,,(‘,, satisfies IIS- RI1 ~8. From (*) we 
have S”RSg Ring(T), and from the inequality 
IlS3-S”RSll = IIS”(S- R)SII 6 /lS”/J I/S- RI1 /ISI/ d lISJ/‘6<(T, 
we see that 5” E Ring(T). 
The rest of the proof is devoted to establishing (*). To this end, let C‘ be 
a component of T: E+ E”, and let f:>O. Choose 06 LIE E and 064~ E’ 
such that 
lI( IS.ul -u) + 1) < 1: and lI(Is’.~‘I-~)+ll <t, 
hoid for all II.YII < 1 and all I]Y’]~ d 1. Since S is semi-compact. there exists 
some J’ E E’ with S(E) c 2, (where 2,. is the norm closure of A I in E). 
Replacing .I’ by J’ + U, we can assume u E A,. 
Next, restrict C and T to A, and consider the operators C. T: A I + E”. 
Note that since ,4, is an ideal of E, the operator C: A, + E” is still a com- 
ponent of T: A, + E”. Since A, is an AM-space with unit, it follows from 
Theorem 2.2 that there exist positive multiplication operators M, . . . . . M, on 
A ,. and order projections P, ,..., P, on E” with 
and 0~ i P,TM,<Ton A,. (**) 
,- I 
Since each M,: A, + A, is continuous for the norm induced by E, each M, 
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extends uniquely to a continuous operator (which we denote by M, again) 
from & into A!. From (**), we see that 
06 c P,TM,dT 
i- I 
also holds on A). 
Next, note that each P, carries E into the ideal generated by E in E”. 
Since S’ is semi-compact, it follows that S is o-weakly compact, and hence 
from [4] we see that each S’P, carries E into E. Let R,: E -+ E denote the 
restriction of S”Pi to E. Also, from E +S A,. -+MJ E, we see that each 
Si = M,S is a continuous operator from E into E. 
Now consider the operator R = C - Cf=, P, TM,: AY + E”, and note that 
since Al. and A,. are both ideals of E, the moduli of the operators 
R: A,. -+ E” and R: 2, -+ E” agree on A,.. In particular, note that 
IRI ,<c’+ i P,TM,<2T 
,= I 
holds on A,,, and so in view of S(E) c A,, we have 
IIRS,~II d II IRI(IW)II G2 IITII IIs.~ll G2 
for all 1lxlI < 1. Therefore, if l/.x// < 1 and I/ ~‘11 < 1, then 
S”CS- i R, TS, 
,=I 
=1(x’, S”RSx)l < (IS’x’l, IRS.UI) 
b(lS’x’l -~)+(IRS.UI)+ IS’x’l A q5(IRSxl) 
d lI(lS’x’I -$)+I1 I/RS.U(I + IS’.u’/ A ~~(IRSXI) 
<2c+IS’.u’l ~q5(jRI [(jS.+u)’ +/XVI AU]) 
62~+ (S’x’l (2T[(ISxI -u)+])+$(lRI u) 
d2E+ IIs’// 1l.d ‘2 IITII~ l/(ISxl -u)+li +d(lRl 24) 
< 2E $2& t- I: = 5E, 
from which it follows that 
~ S’CS- i R,TS, < 5E. 
r--l 
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Since E > 0 is arbitrary, the latter shows that S”CS carries E into E and 
that S”CSE Ring( 7’). Thus, (*) holds, and the proof of the theorem is 
finished. 1 
Two immediate consequences of the preceding result are the following. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Assume that a pair of‘positice operators S, T: E + E on 
a Banach lattice sati.yfies 0 < S < T. Jf‘ anyone of’ the operators S or T is L- 
or M-weakly compact, then S’ Morrgs to Ring(T). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Consider three positice operators R, S, T: E + E on u 
Banach lattice satisfjing 0 < S< T< R. If T is u compac’t operator, then: 
( 1 ) S3 belongs to Ring(T) (and hence S’ is compact); and 
(2) T3 ht4ong.s to Ring(R). 
Using the examples of [2], it is easy to see that in Theorem 3.2 the third 
power of S cannot be reduced to the square. However, for a Banach lattice 
with order continuous norm we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let S, 7. E+ E hr two posit& operators on u Banach 
lattice such thpt 0 < S 6 T holds. !f E hus order continuous norm and S is 
semi-compact, then S’ belongs to Ring(T). 
Proqf: We can assume that S is a component of T. Also, we can assume 
that /I Tll d 1. 
Let t: > 0. Pick some u E E’ such that I\( ISXI - u) + 11 < c holds for all 
ll)c/l f 1. By Theorem 2.3 there exist positive operators M, ,..., Mk on E and 
order projections Q, ,..., Qk on E satisfying 
II 
, S- i Q,TM, u <i: 
~ II 
and OG i Q,TM,<T. 
,=I ,=I 
Put R = S - xf=, Q, TM,. Clearly, /I /RI u/I <E and IRI 6 2T hold. 
Now for IIxlJ d 1 we have 
iii 
S2- i Q,TM,S 
r-1 !  
.Y 11 = /IRS4 < II IRl ((/S.~l -u)+)ll + II IRI 4 
62 I(T(I II(ISx(-u)+II+~<2c+i:=3e, 
and so 
‘1 5” - f Q, TM,S I! < 3~. 
II ,=I 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary and Et= i Q, TM,S belongs to Ring(T), we see that 
S’ERing(T). 1 
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